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BEIRUT: The squabbling residents of a dilapi-
dated building at risk of collapse serve as an al-
legory for Lebanon’s political and religious
divisions in a new drama by satirical playwright
Georges Khabbaz. The play “Only If” is intended
to portray the country’s problems while urging
its people to love each other, said Khabbaz, who
wrote and directed it as well as acting in it. “The
play talks about a lot of contradictions and
struggles in our Lebanese societies, about the

sectarian conflicts, the system’s conflicts,” he
said. Lebanon’s 1970-1990 civil war splintered
the country along sectarian lines and opened fis-
sures within its Christian and Muslim communi-
ties. It still shapes Lebanon’s politics.

The play comes to the stage at a time when
political parties have failed to agree on a new
coalition government more than six months since
an election despite pressing economic problems.
“Lebanese people love life and place the will to

live above all consideration, but at the same time
circumstances come against them - security,
economical etcetera,” Khabbaz said. The recent
bout of political paralysis has prompted fears of
economic crisis. Politicians have cited the urgent
need for a government to be formed but have
been unable to clinch a final deal.

In Khabbaz’s play, the building’s inhabitants
cannot agree on how to save it. At one point, it
satirises foreign influence in Lebanon with a man

trying to buy the building, his efforts supported
or opposed in turn by shifting groups among the
residents. “There is nothing else to talk about in
Lebanon than these subjects. There is nothing
that unites us other than we all love similar
things, love to have fun, we love to progress,”
said Maria Jazra, a pharmacist who was in the
audience for a recent performance. “But unfor-
tunately, in our heads we are still not pro-
grammed for progress,” she said. — Reuters

Lebanese 
businessman 
jailed in Paris 
drug trial
PARIS: A shadowy businessman from the Lebanese
diaspora was sentenced in Paris on Wednesday to
seven years in prison for being a lead member of a
crime ring that laundered Colombian drug money
through luxury jewelry. Mohamad Noureddine, a
44-year-old businessman with interests in real es-
tate and jewelry, was convicted of laundering drug
money and criminal conspiracy and fined 500,000
euros ($568,000). He was arrested in France in Jan-
uary 2016 during police raids that also took place
in Italy, Belgium and Germany, after an alert from
the US Drug Enforcement Agency. US officials, who

have imposed sanctions on Noureddine over his
supposed links to Lebanon’s Hezbollah militant
group, suspect the network of operating between
South America, Europe and the Middle East since
2012. They identified France, where several of the
defendants reside, as being at the centre of the syn-
dicate’s operations in Europe. The proceeds of co-
caine sales were allegedly collected in Europe, then
channeled to Lebanon before being transferred to
Colombian traffickers.

The funds were moved using a centuries-old
system of payment dating from the spice trade
called “hawala”, passing through a tested network
requiring ironclad trust. After the drugs were sold,
the network used hawala operatives to gather the
proceeds. The collected cash was then used to buy
luxury jewelry, watches and cars which were resold
in Lebanon or West Africa. Another key figure in
the case, a man named Abbas Nasser, was sen-
tenced to ten years in prison in absentia. He is sub-
ject to an arrest warrant. Twelve other defendants
involved in the criminal network received various
sentences, up to nine years in jail. — AFP 

Facebook 
considered 
charging app
makers for user
data access 
SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook said it considered
charging application makers to access data at the
social network. Such a move would have been a
major shift away from the policy of not selling
Facebook members’ information, which the social
network has stressed in the face of criticism alleg-
ing it is more interested in making money than
protecting privacy. “To be clear, Facebook has
never sold anyone’s data,” director of developer
platforms and programs Konstantinos Papamil-
tiadis said in response to an AFP inquiry.

“Our APIs have always been free of charge and
we have never required developers to pay for
using them, either directly or by buying advertis-
ing.” The Wall Street Journal reported that internal
emails indicating that Facebook mulled charging
companies for access to user data were referred

to in a lawsuit filed against the social network in
2015 by Six4Three, creator of a failed app called
“Pikinis.” The application enabled users to find
Facebook pictures of people in bathing suits, tak-
ing advantage of an API feature that let apps ac-
cess the data of social network users as well as
their friends.

The suit accuses Facebook of abusing its power
over user data. Most of the documents filed in the
case have been sealed by a California judge at Face-
book’s request. Some emails indicated Facebook
employees discussed providing increased access of
user information to advertisers in return for spend-
ing more money on the social network, according to
the WSJ. “The documents Six4Three gathered for
this baseless case are only part of the story and are
presented in a way that is very misleading without
additional context,” Papamiltiadis said.

Facebook early on adopted a practice of letting
developers use APIs (application programming in-
terfaces) to plug into the social network for free
and connect to user data to enhance the online
gathering place with games, services and more.
Facebook went public on the stock market in early
2012, and subsequently considered ways it might be
able to increase revenue, opting not to charge de-
velopers for access to the social network.  Facebook
in August said it has suspended more than 400 out
of thousands of applications it has investigated to
determine whether people’s personal information
was being improperly shared. — AFP
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Turkey changes
the US embassy
street name to
Malcolm X
ANKARA: Turkey yesterday changed the
name of the street on which the new US em-
bassy will be located after the American
black Muslim civil rights campaigner Mal-
colm X, an AFP correspondent said. The new
American embassy is still being built in
Cukurambar district in Ankara on what was
formerly called 1478 street. Construction
contractors BL Harbert have said the new
complex is expected to be finished by 2020.
The renaming comes after the Ankara city
council decision last month to change the
name to Malcolm X Street.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
promised the late campaigner’s daughters that

the name of Malcolm X would “live on” in the
Turkish capital. Municipality workers changed
the signs of the street yesterday morning, the
correspondent said, as frenetic activity contin-
ued on the site. Malcolm X, one of the most in-
fluential African Americans in history, was an
outspoken Muslim advocate of the rights of
blacks and remains a hero today to many
blacks and followers of Islam. Turkey has made
similar changes to streets on which embassies
are located in a bid to make a political point
against a country.

When Washington expressed concern over
Turkey’s offensive in northern Syria against a
US-backed Kurdish militia, Ankara in Febru-
ary renamed the road Olive Branch (Zeytin
Dali in Turkish) on which the current US em-
bassy is located after the name of the offen-
sive. In January, following a spat with the
United Arab Emirates over the Ottoman Em-
pire’s actions in Medina, Ankara renamed the
street where the UAE embassy is after the Ot-
toman governor of the time. Tempers flared
after UAE Foreign Minister Sheikh Abdullah
bin Zayed al-Nahyan retweeted a post on
Twitter critical of the former Ottoman rulers
of the region. — AFP 

ANKARA: An Ankara metropolitan municipality worker hangs the road sign for the ‘Mal-
colm X Avenue’, named after the human rights activist, where the new US embassy is
being built. — AFP 


